A Rare Case of Hypergonadotrophic Hypogonadism by 47,XXY/46,XX Mosaicism
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Um Caso Raro de Hipogonadismo Hipergonadotrófico por Mosaico 47,XXY/46,XX

RESUMO

A síndrome de Klinefelter é a alteração congênita causadora de hipogonadismo hipergonadotrófico mais comum. A presença de um mosaico 47, XXY / 46, XX com fenótipo masculino e características de síndrome de Klinefelter foi reportada em menos de uma dezena de casos até a data. Apresentamos um caso de um doente com fenótipo de síndrome de Klinefelter em mosaísmo 47, XXY / 46, XX descoberto por infertilidade primária masculina. Do estudo realizado destaca-se a nível analítico a presença de hipogonadismo hipergonadotrófico, a ecografia testicular revelou testículos de tamanho diminuído e o cariótipo realizado em linfócitos do sangue periférico, onde foram estudadas 50 metáfases mostrou: mos 46, XX [10] / 47, XXY [40].
**Introduction**

Klinefelter syndrome (KS), characterized by the presence of an additional X chromosome, represents the most common cause of hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism, with an estimated prevalence of 1:500 to 1:1000 men.12 Eighty percent present with a 47, XXY karyotype and the remaining 20% present with a 47, XY / 46, XY mosaicism or with multiple X chromosome aneuploidies, often with additional Y chromosomes.3,4 KS is severely under-diagnosed or is diagnosed late in life.5 Its most relevant clinical features are diminished and firm testicles, infertility/azoospermia, tall stature, eunuchoidism, gynecomastia, and osteoporosis.4,5 The clinical presentation may, however, be extremely variable. The phenotype correlates with the severity of genetic abnormalities and the effects of the hypogonadism.2,5,7 Generally, the higher the number of supernumerary X chromosomes, the worse the phenotype. Less severe genetic alterations, such as mosaicism, usually result in less exuberant clinical manifestations.7

Patients with KS have increased morbidity and mortality, with a decrease of approximately 2 years in average life expectancy, due to various disorders such as diabetes, pulmonary pathologies, epilepsy, cerebrovascular disease and vascular insufficiency of the intestine.2 The treatment of KS is based on testosterone supplementation therapy to alleviate the consequences of hypogonadism as well as on the prevention and treatment of comorbidities.4,7

The presence of a 47, XXY / 46, XX mosaicism is extremely rare and this mosaicism with male phenotype and characteristics of KS has been reported in only eight cases.6,11 In addition, several other phenotypes associated with this mosaicism have been described including female phenotype or anomaly of ovotesticular sexual differentiation.1-6 We report a case of a patient with KS phenotype presenting as a 47, XXY / 46, XX mosaicism discovered while investigating male primary infertility.

**Case Report**

We report a 53-year-old Caucasian with a male phenotype. He worked as a house-builder and had a primary school degree. He was referred to the Endocrinology department because of gynecomastia and infertility. His past medical history was significant for epilepsy, degenerative discopathy, and varicose vein surgery and was chronically medicated with venlafaxine and alprazolam. There was no history of infertility, genetic syndromes or known endocrinopathies in the family.

At the age of 28, he was already investigated for infertility. The analytical study revealed hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism and the spermogram revealed azoospermia. Due to non-attendance to the appointment, he lost the follow-up and was not supplemented with testosterone. On physical examination, the patient had a male phenotype, a eunuchoid habitus (height of 180 cm, armspan of 186 cm), weighed 75 kg and had a body mass index of 23 kg/m². He had a scarce beard, adipomastia, normally located external urinary meatus and bilaterally diminished, firm testicles, without masses. Baseline laboratory data were: free testosterone 1.51 pg/mL (6.60-30.00), LH 14.0 mIU/mL (1.2-8.6), FSH 60.9 mIU/mL (1.3-19.3), hemoglobin 13.5 g/dL (13.9-16.3), hematocrit 42.6% (39.0-55.0), glucose 86 mg/dL, HbA1c 5.2%, total cholesterol 168 mg/dL, HDL 51 mg/dL, LDL 105 mg/dL, triglyceride 60 mg/dL, TSH 2.54 mIU/mL (0.38-5.33), calcium 9 mg/dL (8.6-10.2), 25-OH-vitamin D 77 nmol/L (insufficient <50), phosphor 3.5 mg/dL (2.7-4.5), alkaline phosphatase 82 IU/L (34-104), PTH 58 pg/mL and prostatic-specific antigen 0.42 ng/mL (<4.00). The testicular ultrasound displayed diminished testicular volumes (right testicle 2.6 mL and left testicle 3.2 mL). The breast ultrasound showed adipomastia and the bone densitometry osteopenia (T score in the lumbar spine of -1.7, and in the femoral neck of -1.7). The electrocardiogram was normal, with regular rhythm, rate 72 bpm, normal axis, presence of p waves, QRS complex with 90 ms, QT interval with 370 ms and ST segment without pathological changes. The thorax radiography showed no suspicious pulmonary opacities, no focal areas of consolidation, heart size within normal limits and no pleural effusions.

The peripheral blood lymphocyte karyotype revealed mos: 46, XX [10] / 47, XXY [40] which confirmed the diagnosis of Klinefelter syndrome (Fig. 1). He was started on testosterone enanthate intramuscular 250 mg supplementation, every 3 weeks with normalization of testosterone values and witout adverse effects. He maintained normal hematocrit 43% and stable prostatic-specific antigen value with 0.51 ng/mL one year after.

**Discussion**

KS is not uncommon, although its subtle clinical manifestation until puberty might be the reason it still highly underdiagnosed. In some cases, such as the present clinical report, KS is only diagnosed in adult patients. A karyotype must be performed whenever KS is suspected.24

From all other case reports of the presence of a 47, XXY/46, XX mosaicism with male phenotype and characteristics of KS, the majority were detected at the pediatric age, and only two were diagnosed during adulthood.4,15 One was diagnosed during an infertility study, just as described in this case report, at the age of 29, and the other was diagnosed in the context of a teratoma at the age of 62.12,13

The most interesting aspect of this case had to do with the patient karyotype, which showed a mosaicism with cell lines 46, XX and 47, XXY. The genetic explanation for the occurrence of KS is based on a failure in the disjunction of the sex chromosome in the meiosis, which leads to the presence of an extra X chromosome.7,13 Mosaicism occurs in about 20% of KS patients and results from non-disjunction in an early mitotic division of the developing 46, XY zygote or the loss of one of the X chromosomes of a 47, XXY design due to anaphase delay.12,13 In patients with mosaicism, the resulting phenotype depends on the proportion of the two different cell lines in the various tissues of the developing embryo.21

Gonadal phenotype and phenotypic sex are influenced by the proportion and distribution of the Y chromosome in the gonads, which does not always correspond to the proportion of these cells.
in peripheral blood.\textsuperscript{13,22,23} Thus, if at the level of gonads Y chromosome cells predominate, the phenotype will correspond to the male sex, this is explained by the effect of SRY gene expression above a critical level.\textsuperscript{13,24}

In this case, we have no data on the patient’s gonadal cytotype, but given the phenotype, it can be suspected that most gonadal cells will have a Y chromosome leading to male sexual differentiation.

There are very few reported cases of KS patients with a 47, XXY / 46, XX mosaicism, perhaps due to the underestimation of these cases.\textsuperscript{13} Failure to detect 46, XX cell line in routine blood cytogenetic investigation or, in the case of prenatal diagnosis, misdiagnose the 46, XX cell line along with the 47, XXY cells as maternal contamination may explain the rarity of this presentation.\textsuperscript{13}

There are still not enough known cases to clarify if the clinical course of patients with mosaicism 47, XXY / 46, XX is in some matter different from the other mosaicisms associated KS, so a similar follow-up should be maintained just like in other patients with KS. Patients with KS need lifelong follow-up with monitoring and supplementation of testosterone, as well as management and/or treatment of comorbidities.\textsuperscript{4,12} Patients with KS are associated with an increased risk of developing malignancy, especially mediastinal germ cell tumors, which makes follow-up of these patients even more important.\textsuperscript{14,25}

Conclusion

The presence of patients with 47, XXY / 46, XX mosaicism is extremely rare, perhaps due to its underdiagnosis. The phenotype in these patients is influenced by the percentage of gonadal Y chromosome cells, but more cases are needed to understand if these patients have a different clinical evolution compared to other mosaicism associated KS.
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